
CLASSIC
CULTURE

Minimalist makeup,
sophisticated cuts, and

 elegant hair. It's all about the
polished look this time.

SKINCARE
ESSENTIALS
A list of must-have products

to keep your skin healthy
throughout the daily grind

CURATED
CHAOS

A tutorial by Isabel Bowen on
how to mix and match prints

like a seasoned pro
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INFORMATION

PORTRAIT CHILD



WELCOME
 
Something has been lighted up inside of you that
has made you want to have a portrait made.
There is always a reason why there is not a good time.
As a mother I know this all too well. But I do also
know as a mother, that time flies. With each child's
birthday I think...really a year passed by already?
And what if they will be big soon and I have only
IPhone snapshots, which I may or may not find
somewhere in a lost folder on my computer ...
With great care and attention I would like to take your
portraits.
Portraits for life.
Quality and connection are my priority.
In this brochure you can read and see about a portrait
session with me. You also get access to the price list.
Do you still have questions after reading this
brochure?
Please contact me for more info or booking.
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MON PASSION
 
 I know what beautiful
looks like. I can see yours.
I believe beautiful is when
people embrace who they
are. Likewise, it is
empowering when their
images express their
unique beauty.  It is my
mission to help you feel
comfortable and to look
amazing in your
portraits. That's why I will
do any effort to create the
most beautiful portraits
for you to cherish.   
I believe when you look
good, you feel good about
yourself. 
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TALK OF TOWN MAGAZINE -   25   - SEPTEMBER 2020

She is currently running her Makeup and fashion blog to keep up with the

newest trends. She also helps other young ones by making a makeup video

tutorial for everyone to see. She also told us to not be afraid to try new things in

their life How is it like to live within the confines of social media -- and keep

stylish? Ann dishes out her street style.

I picked up an issue of

Cosmopolitan the other day that

had tips for job interviews,

because I was like, “I need to get

better at interviews.” The article

was basically about how to get

someone not to hate you in 20

minutes. Every single thing they

told you not to do, I was like, “I do

that every day.”

 

Hi Ann. How are you doing?

Well, one woman asked if she

could throw her gum away in her

interviewer’s garbage can. I never

think it’s right to chew gum in

front of other people, but a lot of

times I’ll come in for a meeting

chewing gum and I’ll forget I’m

chewing it. Then you don’t want to

swallow it because it stays in your

system for seven years or

something, so I’ve asked to throw

it away. I’ve started to wonder if

that’s why I didn’t get certain

movies.

Really? Like what?

Well, they had different examples

of things not to do—like, one girl

kept her sunglasses on her head

during the interview. I would

never do that. It’s disrespectful.

But they also talked about what to

do when the interviewer asks

about your weaknesses. A lot of 

That must’ve been it. [laughs]

Was that the top thing on their

list?

people say stuff like, “Oh, I’m really

fickle about finishing things,” or

“I’m super-organized—maybe too

organized,” and try to turn their

weaknesses into good things. 

So what’s your story right now?

You’re headed off to do another

movie?

I’ve got a bunch of things going

on. I’m doing a movie called

House at the End of the Street

[with Elisabeth Shue and Max

Thieriot]. (cont'd on page 33.)

" I  N E E D  T O  G E T  B E T T E R  A T
I N T E R V I E W S . "

-   FEATURED ARTICLE   -

Photographed by Josiah Prince.

Styled by Mindy Go.

Top Photo
Camera: Sony Experia. Top: zara.

Jeans: True Religion

Bottom Photo
Phone: Apple Iphone. 

Jeans: Seven Jeans
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HOW DOES IT WORK
 
Each session lasts 60 to 90 minutes and you book per
portrait (individual or group up to 3p).
 
Do you want to have multiple individual portraits
made?
Book a proportional number of portrait sessions.
 
In principle, I photograph children individually
because this makes their personal power speak the
most.
 
However, if you have a wish for capturing your
children or your family together, this can be done
in one group portrait.
We shoot in two different outfits with matching
backgrounds. All this in consultation!
 
From the session I pre-select the five most beautiful
images, which I finish with my fine art signature.
 
You choose your favorite(s) from these five portraits.
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When the shoot is over, I will pre-select the 5 most
beautiful images and will edit them with my fine art
signature.
 
After the session you will be invited to a viewing
date where your beautiful retouched images will
be presented to you and it will be the
first opportunity to see your images in all their
glory.  
 
They will be professionally printed on fine art
paper, mounted and ready for you to touch. 
This moment is magical!
Bring someone with you!!
 
You decide for yourself what you buy. 
What you like, you immediately take home. 
 
In addition to the fine art prints, you also receive
the corresponding high resolution digital files. 
So you can also share them on your social media 
or website.  

AFTER THE PHOTO SHOOT
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60 to 90 minutes photo shoot for 1 portrait 

Will take place in my in-house studio in Ornex, France.

2 outfits & backgrounds.

Final choice out of 5 portraits edited with my 

1 portrait delivered in print (18x25cm) plus digital full 

      (individually or group up to 3 persons).
 

 

 

      fine art signature.
 

       resolution file.
 
   *Extra portraits can be purchased from €75,- per portrait. 
 
       Packages:                    
      3 extra portraits  €200 (normale price €225)
      5 extra portraits  €300 (normale price €375)

PRICELIST CHILD*

€ 150,-

*The price list is revised every six months.
   Prices may therefore differ at the time of booking.
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"I CAN'T THINK OF ANY
BETTER REPRESENTATION OF 

Beauty
 

 

THAN SOMEONE WHO IS 
UNAFRAID TO BE HERSELF"

 
 
 

EMMA STONE
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For parents it's an emotional moment to see
their children posing in the studio. 
As a parent there are so many reasons to 
be proud of your child. 
 
A portrait celebrates parenthood and life. 
Time flies by and before you know they are 
all grown up!!
 
My main objective is to create timeless portraits
of your child that you will love and would like to
have on your wall. 
I will always try to create beautiful, simple
images that are tender and emotive. I like to
capture the eyes and the soul of my model.

BOOK YOUR SESSION NOW, 
FOR PORTFOLIO PORTRAITS CLICK HERE
 
I'M LOOKING FORWARD TO RECEIVE
YOU IN MY STUDIO.  

Jolanda
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https://www.jolandavaesphotography.com/portfolio-photoshoot-models
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www.jolandavaesphotography.com info@jolandavaesphotography.com +33 - (0)6 95657957 Ornex


